Many of the details of President Donald Trump’s and his secretary of education nominee Betsy DeVos’ education plans are vague. What we do know, however, paints a troubling picture for America’s students.

Trump has proposed a plan to “re prioritize[e]” $20 billion from existing federal education programs—more than half of the U.S. Department of Education’s funding for K-12 education—to a voucher-like school choice system. This plan would be devastating for public schools across the country and could potentially siphon off billions of dollars to be redirected to private schools.

What is more, Trump has proposed eliminating the Department of Education. This plan would be equally disastrous: It would abolish the jobs of half a million teachers while taking away college funding from 8 million students.

Betsy DeVos has all but endorsed this approach, saying that she will “work with the President-elect on his vision to make American education great again.” Given DeVos’ track record of steering taxpayer money away from public schools to for-profit charter schools and religious schools, this is unsurprising.

But the dismal results in DeVos’ home state of Michigan should give Americans pause. Recent analysis from the Center for American Progress Action Fund illustrates that the critical federal funding for low-income and special education students in California would be put at risk if DeVos and Trump get their way.

U.S. high school graduation rates are hitting historic highs, test scores are improving, and dropout rates are dropping. Trump and DeVos are putting all of this progress in jeopardy and risk stripping funds from states such as California with no clear plan for ensuring that vulnerable students get the education they deserve.
Here is what the Trump-DeVos $20 billion reprioritization plan puts at risk for California’s students:

• $2.34 billion in federal education funding for California would be threatened, endangering critical programs and safety nets for vulnerable students.7

Here is what the Trump-DeVos proposal to cut the Department of Education puts at risk for California’s students:

• $3.8 million in Pell Grants for California’s students would be lost.8
• 43,051 or more teacher positions in California could be eliminated.9
• $8.96 billion in student loans would be at risk for California’s college students.10

Betsy DeVos’ nonanswers about the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act fund leave California’s disabled students with tremendous uncertainty:11

• $1.3 billion in federal funding through the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act for special education students in California would be jeopardized.12
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